
The GC-HH 9048 electric pole hedge trimmer is a highly dependable tool which packs plenty of power for thorough hedge, shrub and bush care in any

yard or garden. The metal gearing is designed to last, and the blade made of laser-cut, diamond ground steel always delivers clean cuts. You can

adjust the sturdy extendable aluminum telescopic handle to the length you need. By adjusting the additional handle, angle of cut and rotating main

handle, you can easily configure the hedge trimmer so that it is comfortable for you to work with. A shoulder strap with quick-release and a sturdy cutter

guard are supplied for safely carrying the hedge trimmer, and the cutter guard should also be fitted during storage.

GC-HH 9048

Electric Pole Hedge Trimmer
Item No.: 3403492

Ident No.: 11015

Bar Code: 4006825607772

Features
Cutting head tiltable for ergonomic working-

Blade made of laser-cut and diamond grinded steel-

Extendable handle (50 cm)-

Additional adjustable handle-

Turnable rear handle-

Metal gear for long life working-

Sturdy cutter guard for storage and transportation-

Carrying belt-

Technical Data
- Power 900 W

- Sword length 480 mm

- Cutting length 410 mm

- idle speed 1000 min^-1

- Cuts per minute 2000 min^-1

- Spacing between teeth 20 mm

- Max. cutting thickness 15 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 5.1

- Gross weight (kg) 6

- Dimensions single packaging 1068 x 185 x 107 mm

- Pieces per export carton 4 Pieces

- Gross weight of export carton 25 kg

- Dimensions Export Carton 1093 x 185 x 107 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 1016 | 2280 | 2688

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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